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Abstract. The design of secure and eﬃcient smart-card-based password authentication schemes remains a challenging problem today despite two decades of intensive
research in the security community, and the current crux lies in how to achieve truly
two-factor security even if the smart cards can be tampered. In this paper, we analyze
two recent proposals in this area, namely, Hsieh-Leu’s scheme and Wang’s PSCAV
scheme. We demonstrate that, under their non-tamper-resistance assumption of the
smart cards, both schemes are still prone to oﬄine dictionary attack, in which an
attacker can obtain the victim’s password when getting temporary access to the
victim’s smart card. This indicates that compromising a single factor (i.e., the smart
card) of these two schemes leads to the downfall of both factors (i.e., both the smart
card and the password), thereby invalidating their claim of preserving two-factor
security. Remarkably, our attack on the latter protocol, which is not captured in
Wang’s original protocol security model, reveals a new attacking scenario and gives
rise to the strongest adversary model so far. In addition, we make the ﬁrst attempt
to explain why smart cards, instead of common cheap storage devices (e.g., USB
sticks), are preferred in most two-factor authentication schemes for security-critical
applications.
Keywords: Password authentication; Oﬄine dictionary attack; Smart card; Common memory device; Non-tamper resistant.
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Introduction

Back in 1992, Bellovin and Merritt [5] showed how two parties, who only share a low-entropy
password and communicate over a public network, can authenticate each other and agree on a
cryptographically strong session key to secure their subsequent communications. Their work,
known as encrypted key exchange, is a great success in protecting poorly-chosen passwords
from the notorious oﬄine dictionary attacks and thus conﬁrms the feasibility of using
password-only protocols to establish virtually secure channels over public networks, which
is one of the main practical applications of cryptography. Due to the practical signiﬁcance
of password-based authentication, Bellovin-Merritt’s seminal work has been followed by a
number of remarkable proposals (e.g., [1,8,9]) with various levels of security and complexity.
While password authentication protocols are well suited to applications with moderate
security demands, they are inadequate for use in security-critical applications such as ebanking and e-health. Since password-based protocols generally require the server to store
⋆
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and manage a sensitive password-related ﬁle, a compromise of this ﬁle will lead to an
exposure of the passwords of all the registered users, resulting in the downfall of the entire
system. With the prevalence of zero-day attacks [6], these days it is no news to see the
headlines about catastrophic leakages of tens of millions of passwords [14, 17]. It is due to
this inherent limitation that two-factor authentication schemes1 are introduced to enhance
the systems’ security and privacy. Owing to its portability, simplicity and cryptographic
capability, smart-card-based password authentication has become one of the most eﬀective,
prevalent and promising two-factor mechanisms.
Since Chang and Wu [10] developed the ﬁrst smart-card-based password authentication
scheme in 1991, there have been ample (in the hundreds) of this type of schemes proposed
[16, 21, 24, 27, 28, 31, 32, 49, 57, 61]. Unfortunately, as stated in [35, 46], although there has
been no lack of literature, it remains an immature area – all existing schemes are far from
ideal and each has been shown to be either insecure or short of important features. For an
intuitive grasp, we summarize the “break-ﬁx-break-ﬁx” history of this area in Fig.1. Note
that many other important schemes cannot be included into the picture only due to space
constraints.

Fig. 1. A brief history of smart-card-based password authentication

Motivations. The past thirty years of research on password-only protocols have proved that
it is incredibly diﬃcult to get a single-factor protocol right [44, 64], while the past twenty
years of “break-ﬁx-break-ﬁx” cycle of smart-card-based password protocols have manifested
designing a two-factor scheme can only be harder [34, 35, 41]. It remains an open problem
to develop an eﬃcient and secure two-factor protocol that can meet all the security goals
(see Section 2 of [58]) and preserve all the desirable features such as user anonymity and
repairability (see [35] for a comprehensive list of features).
1
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We have analyzed more than one hundred and ﬁfty smart-card-based password protocols
and observe that, as with the domain of password authentication, oﬄine dictionary attack
is still the most prominent issue in two-factor authentication. This attack against many
of previous protocols has emphasized the need for rigorous proofs of security in a formal,
well-deﬁned model. On the other hand, the practicality of a formal model largely depends
on whether it “accurately captures the realistic capabilities of the adversary” [18]. As stated
by Alfred Menezes [37, 38], although many formal security deﬁnitions “have an appealing
logical elegance and nicely reﬂect certain notions of security, they fail to take into account
many types of attacks and do not provide a comprehensive model of adversarial behavior”,
and “the old-fashioned cryptanalysis continues to play an important role in establishing
conﬁdence in the security of a cryptographic system”. All this and the continuous failures
in designing a practical two-factor scheme outline the need for exploring the adversarial
behaviors and for revealing the underlying subtleties by cryptanalysis.
Recent studies have demonstrated that the secret parameters stored in common smart
cards can be extracted by side-channel attacks such as power analysis [29, 39, 40] or reverse
engineering techniques [36, 43]. Even though the card manufacturers may have considered
the risks of side-channel attacks and provided countermeasures to cope with the problem,
how much conﬁdence can one have that these countermeasures residing in the card are still
eﬀective after three years of the card production and operation? Considering this, since 2004
most schemes have preferred to use a non-tamper-resistant smart card (see the dash line
of Fig.1). This brings forth a question: While non-tamper resistance assumption has been
made about smart cards (which means the core feature of the smart cards is lost), why not
just use cheap memory devices (e.g., USB sticks) instead? As far as we know, little attention
has been paid to this interesting (and fundamental) question.
Our contributions. This paper examines the security of two recently proposed schemes,
namely Hsieh-Leu’s scheme [26] and Wang’s PSCAV scheme [58]. These two schemes are the
foremost ones and claimed to be secure against various known attacks. However, this work
invalidates their claims by demonstrating that, under their assumption of the capabilities of
the adversary, both schemes are vulnerable to the oﬄine dictionary attack. This indicates
that none of them can achieve the “precious” two-factor security.
Interestingly, our attack on Wang’s PSCAV scheme [58] highlights a new attacking
scenario: Firstly, an attacker gets temporary access to the victim’s card and extracts its
security data (hereafter we say this card is exposed); Secondly, she returns the exposed card
without awareness of the victim; Finally, she performs malicious attacks when the victim
uses this exposed card. This new attacking scenario has already given rise to the strongest
adversary model so far (see the “Returned stolen token” Section of [65]).
In addition, we take the ﬁrst step toward giving an explanation to the rather confusing
question – why smart cards, instead of common cheap storage devices (e.g., USB sticks and
ﬂash-memory cards), are preferred in most two-factor authentication schemes for securitycritical applications, even if smart cards can be tampered?
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 sketches the system
architecture and elaborates on the adversary model; Then, Hsieh-Leu’s scheme is reviewed
and analyzed in Section 3; In Section 4, we review Wang’s scheme and show its weakness;
The conclusion is drawn in Section 5.
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2

System architecture and adversary models

2.1

System architecture of two-factor authentication

In this paper, we mainly focus on the most general case of two-factor authentication where
the communication parties only involve a single server and a set of users, i.e. the traditional
client/server architecture. It is not diﬃcult to see that our results in this paper can be applied
to more complex architectures where more than one server are involved, such as the multiserver authentication environments [62], the mobile network roaming environments [49] and
the hierarchical wireless sensor networks [15].
In this sort of schemes, ﬁrstly the user chooses an identity (often as well as a password)
and registers at the server; The server returns the user a smart card storing some security
parameters. After registration, whenever the user wants to login to the server, she inserts
the card into a terminal and enters her password. Then the card constructs a login request
and sends it to the server. Upon receiving the request, the server checks its validity and will
oﬀer the requested service if the veriﬁcation holds. Generally, a session key is established
for securing the subsequent data communications. More sophisticated schemes also achieves
mutual authentication, i.e. the client is also convinced that the server on the other end is
authentic. What a truly two-factor protocol can guarantee is that, only the user who is in
possession of both the smart card and the corresponding password can pass the veriﬁcation
of the server. This implies that a compromise of either factor will pose no danger to the
security of a truly two-factor protocol.
2.2

Adversary models for smart-card-based authentication and for
common-memory-based authentication

In this section, we attempt to take the initial step to justify the use of smart cards rather than
common memory devices in security-critical applications. Firstly, we explicitly deﬁne the
practical capabilities that an attacker may have in the smart-card-based authentication environment and in the memory-device-based authentication environment, respectively. Then,
we investigate into the advantages and disadvantages of these two kinds of authentication.
Two kinds of mobile devices. A smart card is an integrated circuit card with a
processor for executing applications and a memory, coupled to the processor, for storing
multiple applications. This kind of device has been widely used for various security-critical
applications ranging from online-banking over digital rights management (DRM) to stream
media (e.g., Pay-TV). For example, a HiPerSmart-P9SC648 smart card [48] from the 32-bit
HiPerSmartT M family is of the RISC MIPS32 architecture, with a maximum clock speed of
36MHz, a 512 Kbyte Flash, a 142 Kbyte EEPROM and a 16 Kbyte RAM. In the current
market, such a smart card is priced at $3.0 ∼ 3.5. In contrast, a common USB memory stick
is a data storage device that includes the ﬂash memory with an integrated Universal Serial
Bus (USB) interface, and the typical cost of an 1 GB USB stick is $1.3 ∼ 1.5 [22]. Since USB
memory sticks2 are not equipped with micro-processors, they cannot execute cryptographic
operations as opposed to smart cards, and thus the operations have to be performed on the
user terminal (e.g., PCs and PDAs).
As discussed in the previous section, it is prudent and reasonable to take into consideration
the side-channel attacks [39, 40, 43, 53] when designing a smart-card-based two-factor
authentication scheme. In other words, the secret data stored in the card memory are
2
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assumed to be extractable when the smart card is in the hands of an attacker. On the
other hand, in the past it was just the tamper-resistant feature that makes smart cards
prevail over other cheap (but non-tamper-resistant) memory devices. Now that smart cards
can be tampered, why we do not choose cheap USB memory sticks instead of expensive smart
cards? Or equally, what’s the rationale under these propositions [21,31,52,54,56,59,63] that
endeavor to construct two-factor authentication schemes using non-tamper resistant smart
cards rather than memory sticks? To the best of our knowledge, until now, little attention
has been given to this question.
Two kinds of adversary models. To identify the diﬀerences in security provisions oﬀered
by two-factor authentication schemes using these two diﬀerent devices, we need to discuss
the realistic capabilities that the attacker may have under these two diﬀerent authentication
environments. On the basis of the studies [52,58,61,63], the following assumptions are made
on the capabilities of the adversary M in the smart-card-based environment:
S(i) M can fully control the communication channel between the user and the server.
In other words, she can inject, modify, block, and delete messages exchanged in the
channel at will. This assumption is consistent with the Dolev-Yao model;
S(ii) M is able to get access to the smart card and may compromise the user’s smart card
through side-channel attacks when getting access to the smart card for a relatively
long period of time(e.g., a few hours) [58, 63];
S(iii) M may comprise the user’s password (e.g., by shoulder-surﬁng or malicious card
reader [20, 33]).
S(iv) M is not able to extract the sensitive information on the smart card while
intercepting the victim’s password by using a malicious card reader, since the user is
on the scene and the time is not suﬃcient for launching a side-channel attack [4,58];
S(v) M is not allowed to ﬁrst compromise the user’s password and then compromise the
smart card [54, 58, 61]. Clearly, if M has compromised both factors, there is no way
to prevent M from impersonating the user, since these two factors together precisely
identify the user. It is a trivial case.
The above Assumptions S(i) ∼ S(iv) have been made in most recent schemes and their
reasonableness is quite evident. For a detailed justiﬁcation, readers are referred to [55]. It
is worth noting that, Assumptions S(ii) and S(iv) together imply that the common nontamper-resistance assumption made about the smart cards is conditional. In particular, it
is Assumption S(iv) that makes it possible for the smart-card-based schemes to be adopted
in completely hostile environments, yet most studies [12, 21, 26, 28, 51, 54, 61, 63] (except few
ones [55, 58]) do not make this assumption clear and just implicitly rely on it. Failing to
catch this subtlety may cause great misconceptions and lead to curious situations as it did
in the works [11, 45, 46], which will be discussed later in this section.
Regarding USB-stick-based schemes, Assumption S(iv) will not be valid, because it is
not diﬃcult for a malware to copy all the contents in the USB memory stick within only
seconds, even if the user appears on the scene. Nevertheless, the other four assumptions do
roughly hold for common-memory-based environment:
M(i) M can fully control the communication channel between the user and the server.
In other words, she can inject, modify, block, and delete messages exchanged in the
channel at will. This assumption is consistent with the Dolev-Yao model;
M(ii) M is able to compromise the user’s memory device through malware within a short
time period (e.g., in a few seconds);
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M(iii) M may comprise the user’s password (e.g., by shoulder-surﬁng or social engineering);
M(iv) M is able to extract the sensitive data on the memory device while intercepting
the password that the user input by using malwares;
M(v) M is not allowed to ﬁrst compromise the user’s password and then compromise the
user’s memory device. Clearly, if M compromises both factors, there is no way to
prevent M from impersonating the user, since these two factors together precisely
identify the user. It is a trivial case.
Justiﬁcation for using smart cards. Having examining the diﬀerences of adversary
models between the smart card scenario and the common memory device scenario, we
proceed to look into the rationales underlying the wide use of smart cards rather than
common memory devices in two-factor authentication schemes.
Recently, with the popularity of mobile devices, a few studies [11, 45] advocated the use
of common memory devices instead of smart cards to construct two-factor schemes, and
claimed that their schemes can “enjoy all the advantages of authentication schemes using
smart cards” [45]. However, such a claim is a bit optimistic. According to the above adversary
model for common-memory-device environment, such a claim holds only when the scheme
is adopted in a trusted user terminal (otherwise, the malicious terminal could just intercept
the password and copy the content of the memory device, and with no doubt the attacker
is able to impersonate the victim in future). Smart-card-based schemes, in contrast, do not
subject to this restriction. For example, under the ﬁve assumptions S(i) ∼ S(v), Wang et
al. [55] manage to construct a smart-card-based scheme with provable security, and this
scheme can well operate in a hostile user terminal.
In contrast to the optimistic view of [11,45], the work in [46] pessimistically stated that, if
the smart card are assumed to be non-tamper-resistant, then “it is no better than a passive
token”. Consequently, smart cards are abandoned in their choice and static clonable tokens
are in place, and a software-only two-factor scheme is proposed. Obviously, according to our
above analysis, such a software-only scheme can never achieve the same level of security
as compared to smart-card-based schemes. Nevertheless, this scheme may be suitable for
applications where costs gain more concerns than security. The authors in [63] also explicitly
advocate that they “do not make assumption on the existence of any special security features
supported by the smart-cards” and “simply consider a smart-card to be a memory card with
an embedded micro-processor for performing required operations speciﬁed in a scheme.” It
is not diﬃcult to see that, in the light of their statements, their proposed smart-card-based
scheme [63] can never achieve the claimed two-factor security.
In security-critical applications, user terminals are often the targets of attackers and
may be infected with viruses, trojans and malwares, only two-factor authentication schemes
using smart cards (which is though only conditionally tamper-proof) are suitable for
such environments, common-memory-device-based two-factor schemes cannot “enjoy all the
advantages of authentication schemes using smart cards”. This explicates why most studies
adhere to use smart cards rather than common memory devices when designing two-factor
schemes (which is made for security-critical applications), even if it is supposed the data
stored in the card memory can be extracted.

3

Cryptanalysis of Hsieh-Leu’s scheme

In 2012, Hsieh and Leu [26] demonstrated several attacks against Hsiang-Shih’s [25] smartcard-based password authentication scheme. To remedy the identiﬁed security ﬂaws, they
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proposed an enhanced version over Hsiang-Shih’s scheme [25] by “exploiting hash functions”,
and claimed that their improved scheme can withstand oﬄine dictionary attack even if
the sensitive parameters are extracted by the adversary. However, as we will show in the
following, under their non-tamper-resistance assumption of the smart cards, Hsieh-Leu’s
scheme is still vulnerable to oﬄine dictionary attack, which is similar to the one that HsiangShih’s scheme suﬀers.

3.1

A brief review of Hsieh-Leu’s scheme

For ease of presentation, we employ some intuitive notations as listed in Table 1 and will
follow the descriptions in Hsieh-Leu’s scheme [26] as closely as possible. This scheme is
composed of four phases: registration, login, veriﬁcation and password change.
Table 1. Notations and abbreviations
Symbol
Ui
S
M
IDi
P Wi
x
⊕
∥
h(·)
A→B:C
A⇒B:C

Description
ith user
remote server
malicious attacker
identity of user Ui
password of user Ui
the secret key of remote server S
the bitwise XOR operation
the string concatenation operation
collision free one-way hash function
message C is transferred through a common channel from A to B
message C is transferred through a secure channel from A to B

Registration phase In this phase, the initial registration is diﬀerent from the reregistration. Since the re-registration process has little relevance with our discussions, it
is omitted here. The process of the initial registration is depicted as follows.
1) Ui chooses a random number b and computes h(b ⊕ P Wi ).
2) Ui ⇒ S : IDi , h(P Wi ), h(b ⊕ P Wi ).
3) On receiving the login request, in the account database, server S creates an entry for
Ui and stores n = 0 in this entry.
4) S computes EID = (h(IDi )||n), P = h(EID ⊕ x), R = P ⊕ h(b ⊕ P Wi ) and V =
h(h(P Wi ) ⊕ h(x)), and stores V in the entry corresponding to Ui .
5) S ⇒ Ui : a smart card containing R and h(·).
6) On receiving the smart card, Ui inputs b into his smart card and does not need to
remember b since then.
Login phase When user Ui wants to login to S, she inserts her smart card into the card
reader and keys her IDi with P Wi . The smart card performs the following steps:
1) The smart card computes C1 = R ⊕ h(b ⊕ P Wi ) and C2 = h(C1 ⊕ Ti ), where Ti denotes
Ui ’s current timestamp.
2) Ui → S : {IDi , Ti , C2 }.
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Veriﬁcation phase On receiving the login request from Ui , the remote server S and Ui ’s
smart card perform the following steps:
1) If either IDi or Ti is invalid or Ts − Ti ≤ 0, S rejects Ui ’s login request. Otherwise,
S computes C2′ = h(h(EID ⊕ x) ⊕ Ti ), and compares C2′ with the received C2 . If they are
equal, S accepts Ui ’s login request and proceeds to compute C3 = h(h(EID ⊕ x) ⊕ h(Ts )),
where Ts denotes S’s current timestamp. Otherwise, Ui ’s login request is rejected.
2) S → U : {Ts , C3 }.
3) If either Ts is invalid or Ts = Ti , Ui terminates the session. Otherwise, Ui computes
C3′ = h(C1 ⊕ h(Ts )), and compares the computed C3′ with the received C3 . If they are equal,
Ui authenticates S successfully.
Password change phase When Ui wants to update her password, this phase is employed.
Since this phase has little relevance with our discussions, it is omitted here.
3.2

Oﬄine dictionary attack

Oﬄine dictionary attack is the most damaging threat that a practical password-based
protocol must be able to guard against [1, 3, 5]. Hsieh and Leu showed that Hsiang-Shih’s
scheme [25] is vulnerable to oﬄine dictionary attack once the secret parameters stored in the
victim’s smart card are revealed by the adversary “by monitoring the power consumption
or by analyzing the leaked information”.
Now let’s see how exactly the same attack could be successfully launched with Hsieh-Leu’s
own scheme in place. Suppose user Ui ’s smart card is somehow (stolen or picked up) in the
possession of an adversary M, and the parameters R and b can be revealed using side-channel
attacks [36, 39]. With the previously intercepted authentication transcripts {IDi , C2 , Ti }
from the public channel, M can obtain Ui ’s password P Wi as follows:
Step 1. Guesses the value of P Wi to be P Wi∗ from the dictionary space Dpw .
Step 2. Computes C1∗ = R ⊕ h(b ⊕ P Wi ), where R, b is extracted from Ui ’s smart card.
Step 3. Computes C2∗ = h(C1∗ ⊕ Ti ), where Ti is previously intercepted from the public
channel.
Step 4. Veriﬁes the correctness of P Wi∗ by checking if the computed C2∗ is equal to the
intercepted C2 .
Step 5. Repeats Step 1 ∼ 4 of this procedure until the correct value of P Wi is found.
Our attack shows that once the smart-card factor is compromised, the corresponding
password factor can be oﬄine guessed and hence the entire system collapses. This indicates
that Hsieh-Leu’s scheme is intrinsically not a two-factor scheme and is as insecure as the
original scheme (i.e., Hsiang-Shih’s scheme [25]). This also corroborates the “public-key
principle” [34] that, under the non-tamper resistance assumption of the smart cards, only
symmetric-key techniques (such as Hash, block cipher) are inherently unable to resist against
oﬄine dictionary attack.
Let |Dpw | denote the number of passwords in Dpw . The time complexity of the above
attack procedure is O(|Dpw | ∗ (2TH + 3TX )), where TH is the running time for Hash function
and TX the running time for bitwise XOR operation. It is easy to see that, the time for M
to recover Ui ’s password is a linear function of the number of passwords in the password
space. And hence our attack is quite eﬀective. For an intuitive grasp of the eﬀectiveness of
this attack (and the following attack on PSCAV), we further obtain the running time (see
Table 2) for the related operations on common Laptop PCs by using the publicly-available,
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multi-precision integer and rational arithmetic C/C++ library MIRACL [47]. In practice,
the password space is very limited, e.g., |Dpw | ≤ 106 [7,19,60], and it follows that the above
attack can be completed in seconds on a common PC.
Table 2. Computation evaluation of related operations on common Laptop PCs
Experimental Platform Exponentiation Symmetric encryp- Hash operation Other lightweight
(common PCs)
TE (|n|=1024) tion TS (AES-128) TH (SHA-1) operations(e.g.,XOR)
Intel T5870 2.00 GHz
10.526 ms
2.012 µs
2.437 µs
0.011 µs
Intel E5500 2.80 GHz
7.716 ms
0.530 µs
0.756 µs
0.009 µs
Intel i5-3210 2.50 GHz
4.390 ms
0.415 µs
1.132 µs
0.008 µs

The above attack can be generalized as follows: with the security parameters stored in
the smart card and the transcripts intercepted during the previous login session(s), the
attacker can repeatedly guess the victim’s password via an oﬄine automated program.
This attack strategy is not new. Actually, it is the common “Waterloo” of many broken
schemes [12, 13, 25, 28, 50]. This attack scenario (adversary behavior) has been captured in
several two-factor security models [58, 59, 61]. Yet, the following attacker is still at large.

4

Cryptanalysis of PSCAV from SEC 2012

In SEC’12, Wang [58] observed that the previous papers in this area present attacks
on protocols in earlier works and put forward new proposals without proper security
justiﬁcation (let alone a security model to fully identify the practical threats), which
constitutes the main cause of the long-standing failure. Accordingly, Wang presented three
kinds of security models, namely Type I, II and III. In the Type III model, i.e. the harshest
model, mainly three assumptions are made:
(1) an adversary M is allowed to have full control of the communication channel between
the user and the server;
(2) the smart card is assumed to be non-tamper resistant and the user’s password may
be intercepted by M using a malicious smart card reader, but not both;
(3) there is no counter protection in the smart card, i.e. M can issue a large amount
of queries to the smart card using a malicious card reader to learn some useful
information.
Note that, the above Assumption 1 is consistent with S(i), and Assumption 2 is consistent
with S(ii)∼S(v)(see Sec.2.2). As for Assumption 3, its opposite is implicitly made in most
of previous schemes as well as the model introduced in Section 2.2. Apparently, a scheme
which is secure in Type III shall also be secure in a model only with Assumptions 1 and 2.
To the best of our knowledge, the Type III model is the strongest model that has ever been
proposed for smart-card-based password authentication so far.
Wang [58] further proposed four schemes, only two of which, i.e. PSCAb and PSCAV,
are claimed to be secure under the Type III model. However, PSCAb requires Weil or
Tate pairing operations to defend against oﬄine dictionary attack and may not be suitable
for systems where pairing operations are considered to be too expensive or infeasible to
implement. Moreover, PSCAb suﬀers from the well-known key escrow problem and lacks
some desirable features such as repairability, user anonymity and local password update.
As for PSCAV, in this paper, we will demonstrate that it is susceptible to oﬄine dictionary
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attack under Assumptions 1 and 2 (or equally, S(i)∼S(v)) plus a new (but realistic)
assumption – the attacker can return a victim’s exposed card without detection.
4.1

A brief review of PSCAV

In this section, we ﬁrstly give a brief review of PSCAV and then present the attack. Here we
just follow the original notations in [58] as closely as possible. Assume that the server has a
master secret β (β could be user speciﬁc also). For each user (or called client) C with identity
H (α)
C and password α, let the user speciﬁc generator be gC = H(C, α, β), the value gC 2 (=
H2 (α)
EH2 (α) (gC ), and thus gC = DH2 (α) (gC
)) is stored in the smart card, where H and H2 are
two independent hash functions, and E/D stand for symmetric encryption/decryption (see
Section 3.2 of [58]). The value gC = H(C, α, β) will be stored in the server’s database for
this user. The remaining of the protocol runs as follows:
H (α)

1) The card selects random x, computes gC = DH2 (α) (gC 2 ) and sends RA = gCx to the
server;
2) Server selects random y and sends RA = gCy to the card;
y(x+u)
3) The card computes u = H(C, S, RA , RB ) and sk = gC
, where S is identity string
of the server;
4) The card sends CC = H(sk, C, S, RA , RB , 1) to the server;
5) After verifying that CC is correct, the server computes u = H(C, S, RA , RB ), sk =
y(x+uα)
gC
= (gCx )y · gCyuα = (RA )y · gCyuα , and sends CS = H(sk, S, C, RB , RA , 2) to the
card.
The message ﬂows of PSCAV are shown in the Fig.2. Since the session key sk is computed
with the contribution of the password α by server S in the above Step 5, the password α (or
α
the parameter gC
) is needed to be known by S. However, the original speciﬁcation in [58]
does not explicitly explain how can the server obtain the user’s password α to compute sk
α
in the above Step 5. We assume (suggest) gC
is also stored in the server’s database, i.e. an
α
entry (C, gC , gC ) corresponding to user C is stored in the server’s database.3 This ambiguity
does not aﬀect our security analysis however.

Card

Card

Server ˖ g C x
Server ˖ g C y

Card
Card

Server ˖ C C
Server ˖ C S

Card

Server˄ ! ˅˖ g C x
Server˄ ! ˅˖ g C (

Card

Server˄ ! ˅˖ C C

Card

Fig. 2. Message ﬂows of PSCAV

4.2

)

Fig. 3. Our attack

Oﬄine dictionary attack

Suppose an adversary M has got temporary access to the client C’s smart card and obtained
H (α)
the stored secret gC 2 . Then M sends back the card without awareness of the victim C.
Once client C uses the exposed smart card, the attacker can impersonate as the server to
interact with C and to learn C’s password. The attack, as summarized in Fig.3, can be
carried out by M as follows:
3

This ambiguity and our suggested remedy have been conﬁrmed by the author of [58], and he
earns our deep respect for his frankly and quickly acknowledgement.

Oﬄine Dictionary Attack on Password Authentication Schemes
H (α)

Step 1. On intercepting RA = gCx from client C, M blocks it and sends RB = gC 2
H (α)
the client on behalf of the server, where gC 2
is extracted from C’s card;
Step 2. On receiving the response CC , M computes u = H(C, S, RA , RB ).
Step 3. Guesses the value of password α to be α∗ from dictionary Dpw .
H (α)
Step 4. Computes gC∗ = DH2 (α∗ ) (gC 2 );
xH (α∗ )

∗
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∗

Step 5. Computes sk ∗ = gC 2
· (gC∗ )uα H2 (α )
∗
∗
H2 (α∗ )
= (RA )
· (gC∗ )u·α ·H2 (α ) ;
Step 6. M computes CC∗ = H(sk ∗ , C, S, RA , RB , 1);
Step 7. Veriﬁes the correctness of α∗ by checking if the computed CC∗ is equal to the
received CC ;
Step 8. Repeats the above Steps 3-8 until the correct value of α is found.
The time complexity of the above attack is O(|Dpw | ∗ (3TE + TS + 3TH )). As the size of
the password dictionary, i.e. |Dpw |, is very limited in practice [7,19,60], e.g. |Dpw | ≤ 106 , the
above attack can be completed in polynomial time. Further considering the experimental
timings listed in Table 2, M may recover the password in minutes on a PC by a single run
of PSCAV.
Interestingly, our attack on Wang’s PSCAV scheme [58] highlights a new attacking
scenario: Firstly, an attacker gets temporary access to the victim’s card and extracts its
security parameters; Secondly, she sends back the exposed card without awareness of the
victim; Finally, she performs malicious attacks when the victim uses this exposed card.
Note that this attacking scenario is quite realistic. For example, an employee accidentally
leaves her bank card on her desk after work, the attacker picks this card and performs
the side-channel attacks herself (or with recourse to professional labs) in the evening and
puts it back before the victim comes to work the next morning. The victim will ﬁnd no
abnormality and use this card as usual. Unfortunately, once this card is put to use, the
corresponding password may be leaked, while the above procedure well serves to illustrate
how the password can be leaked to an attacker. As reported in [42], “agencies are interested
in quickly accessing someone’s room, install some bug in the her mobile device and then
return it without detection”. This also conﬁrms the practicality of our attack.
Wang’s PSCAV scheme is secure in their security model yet vulnerable to our new
attacking strategy. Since the identiﬁed attacking scenario is realistically oriented towards a
serious threat, it deserves special attention when deﬁning the underlying security model for
smart-card-based password authentication. This once again suggests that, a good security
model is not one that denies the capabilities of the attacker but rather one designed to
capture the attacker’s practical abilities as comprehensively as possible, and the powers not
allowed to the attacker are those that would allow her to trivially break any of this type of
schemes [23, 30]. Fortunately, it has already given rise to the strongest adversary model so
far : Just two weeks ago, a new security model named Type III-r was developed in [65].

5

Conclusion

Understanding security failures of cryptographic protocols is the key to both patching
existing protocols and designing future schemes. In this paper, we have shown that HsiehLeu’s scheme and Wang’s PSCAV scheme suﬀer from the oﬄine dictionary attack under two
diﬀerent attacking strategies, which reveals the challenges in constructing a practical twofactor authentication scheme. Remarkably, our attack on Wang’s PSCAV scheme highlights a
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new realistic attack scenario and thus uncovers a new behavior of the attacker – returning the
exposed smart card without awareness of the victim. As for future work, we are considering
designing a practical scheme that can survive in the Type III-r model.
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